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the development of a broader delivery model including online, blended and offshore (like the
Universities Pathway project) will reduce New Zealand’s reliance on student attraction.
ENZ is facing huge change with international education. Much of ENZ’s work is focused on
reducing the impact of the above issues while preparing the sector to take advantage of the
opportunities that arise. As a result, ENZ has been focused on:
• Setting up the Chief Executives’ Group and General Managers’ Group to drive, enable and
influence the delivery of the Government’s Strategic Recovery Plan for International
Education
• Retaining current international students in New Zealand and ensuring any students thinking
about staying in New Zealand over the summer period, understand the implications of their
decision and have information about what is available over summer.
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ENZ has been focused on ensuring that international students in New Zealand have an excellent
student experience and will continue to do so to encourage students to stay in New Z aland over
the summer period. As international students who leave New Zealand are unab e t r -enter for
semester 1 2021 study, this has been an important initiative to help maintain international student
numbers. ENZ and the sector will know if the desired outcome of retaining stud nts has been
successful early in the new year if we see continued enrolment by international students.
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ENZ’s work will evolve throughout the year to reflect the changing en ironment and any new
opportunities while working to address the issues facing the international education sector. ENZ
would like to meet with you to discuss ENZ’s quarterly perfo mance, the opportunities and issues
facing the sector and how agencies (including ENZ) can speed up implementing the Recovery
Plan.
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ENZ plans to hold a key stakeholders’ workshop in early 2021, either in late January or February,
to look at the issues of maintaining the viability f the nternational education sector and the
platform needed to ‘build back better’ following the pandemic. ENZ invites you to attend and speak
at the workshop. Immediately after the workshop, ENZ’s Board and management will finalise our
plan for our 2021 activities to be which we hope you will also be able to contribute to.
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Introduction
The report summarises ENZ’s performance in delivering its strategic priorities and the outcomes of
the Government’s Strategic Recovery Plan for International Education (the Recovery Plan).
This quarterly report is assessed against ENZ’s Statement of Intent 2019-2023, Statement of
Performance Expectations 2020/21, ENZ Business Plan 2020/21 and the Interim Letter of
Expectations from Minister Hipkins,
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To achieve good governance and management of overall effectiveness, these priorities are
organised under the following overarching themes and workstreams of the ENZ Business Plan
2020/21:
• Early return of students including student experience
• Innovation including a Pathways project
• International reputation including Brand positioning and protection including PR
• Social licence of international education in New Zealand
• ENZ’s capability.
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ENZ monitors delivery against ENZ’s Business Plan 2020/21 by regularly reviewing progress and
management of risk and issues against the projects to anticipate and mitigate emerging risks and
issues.
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The next quarterly report will include further information f th imp ementation and delivery of
ENZ’s strategic initiatives and the implementation of the Recovery Plan to provide assurance for
operational stability and effectiveness. The report will outline further impact on ENZ’s performance
measures for the second quarter of the 2020/21 financial year.
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ENZ’s Operational update
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ENZ is committed to implementing its component of the Recovery Plan through ENZ’s Business
Plan 2020/21 and convening the Chief Executives’ Group to oversee the implementation of the
Recovery Plan, along with deliv ring ENZ’s strategic priorities and overall outcome in accordance
with the International Education Strategy 2018-2030.
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Implementation governance nd project management is managed within each applicable
workstream including deta ed workstream level planning and resourcing for delivery to ensure the
delivery of outputs, out omes and key milestones.
ENZ con inues to make steady progress against delivering workstream outcomes and project
outputs acr ss the workstreams.

Overall management of strategic and high-level implementation risks and issues are discussed
under the Risks section to ensure that likely impacts of anticipated changes are managed.
Not all projects have been fully initiated due to prioritisation based on Ministerial expectations; such
as the ‘Retention of students activity’ planned for the summer period, timing of funding and
resourcing requirements. We will provide progress updates against those in the next quarterly
report.
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An online programme of events focused on student wellbeing and keeping students connected is being
developed for international students in New Zealand and will be started in the next quarter. New pages on
NauMai NZ will go live in the next reporting quarter to provide advice and information on options and
activities to keep international students in New Zealand engaged and connected over the summer period.
Students whose programmes are due to finish this year are also being encouraged to consider further
programmes of study in New Zealand.
An ENZ/Immigration New Zealand (INZ) message was sent out via INZ’s channels to current student visa
holders encouraging the students to visit NauMai NZ to learn about options for summer. A comprehensive
communications campaign is being developed to raise awareness of summer options.
The NauMai NZ summer pages are now live with stakeholders submitting their pre-recorded sessions for
an online fair hosted by ENZ for students highlighting the options and resources available to students over
the summer from SkyKiwi studios in Auckland in the next quarter. Key partners have been invited to
participate in the fair, including regional economic development agencies, Asian Family Services, Tourism
New Zealand, LinkedIn, the New Zealand Police and the New Zealand International Students’ Association.
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The International Student Hardship Fund (the Fund) was set up to assist international students who have
experienced temporary hardship due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The Fund had $1 million a ailab e to
provide grants to education providers, peak bodies or community organisations to support international
fee-paying students. The Fund in 2019/20 supported 3,381 international students in ha dship by spending
$888,988, with a total underspend of $111,012 which will be returned to the Export Educ tion Levy. Some
students who were in hardship were able to improve their situations without the ne d f financial support,
either by returning to their home countries or finding part-time employment

Social licence of international education in New Zealand Workstream:
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Key Activities
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The workstream’s aim is to ensure that international educat on is understood and valued as a key
component of New Zealand’s rebuild by New Zealande s and broad range of stakeholders.
Another objective is to establish that ENZ is seen as a tru ted leader of international education and
supported by the sector, government agencies and other stakeholders. The workstream delivers
these outcomes with the following initiatives:
• Creating a national conversation on the future state of international education in New
Zealand
• Broader sector value (creating b oad na ional recognition of the wider benefits of
international education)
• Undertaking research, which inc udes measuring the social, cultural and economic
contribution of international education to New Zealand.
Highlights over the qua ter

Pr

ENZ is developing a new st ategy to create a new narrative for international education that reflects the
new operating e vironm nt post COVID-19 and to improve people’s understanding that international
education is n t just about people travelling to New Zealand for study. ENZ engaged The Research
Agenc Ltd (TRA) to source research insights into how aspects of international education do or do not
align with New Zealanders’ values and beliefs and to understand their current perceptions of international
education.
Both qualitative and quantitative research was completed in the quarter which included focus groups from
across New Zealand. It found half of respondents were enthusiastic champions for international education.
While the remaining respondents had limited awareness of international education, they became strongly
supportive when told about the benefits. In addition, two thirds of respondents were positive about
international students returning to New Zealand by the end of 2021.
These insights will be used to inform development of a social licence strategy and messaging toolkits for
peak bodies and New Zealand education providers. TRA presented interim insights from the qualitative
work to the Peak Body Forum, Institutes of Technology and Polytechnics International (ITPI) group and
University Communications Directors. Social licence is an area that has been signalled as very important
by various peak bodies recently and insights from this work will provide a messaging framework that can
be shared with the sector. Initial findings suggest the greatest opportunity to shape the conversation is
through socially observable norms.
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•
•
•
•

Piloting offshore delivery (Pathways Project)
Exploring online learning (UDLP)
Repurposing the Prime Minister’s Scholarships and;
Supporting Te Pūkenga.

Key Activities
Highlights over the quarter
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ENZ is taking a ‘whole of New Zealand approach’ to promote education pathways that enable students to
begin their study journey to New Zealand from their home country. To achieve this, ENZ is leading the
Pathways Project to deliver an initiative to enable students to do one to two years of study in their home
country and then enter any of New Zealand’s eight universities’ Bachelor’s or Master’s degree
programmes.
The Pathways’ Project achieved a significant milestone on 27 August by facilitating negotiations with all
eight universities agreeing terms with the UK-headquartered University Consortium (NCUK) to promote
New Zealand as a destination for students studying pathway programmes in more than 30 c untries. ENZ
will support the November 2020 global launch of the partnership through marketing, public relations and
business development support.
This partnership represents the first phase and in the coming months ENZ is continu g to progress further
phases of the Pathway Project, including dedicated New Zealand Study Centres and extending the Study
In New Zealand website to promote a broader range of existing institution l pa tne ships that enable
students to start their study in their home country.
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To undertake the exploration of online delivery via the Unified Digital Learning Platform (UDLP) project
and provide a one-stop shop digital platform, ENZ is planning the UD P feasibility study and engagement
plan and work will be commenced in the next quarter. The conti gency unding for this project was
approved by joint Ministers in October.
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ENZ has initiated the short-term ‘Future Focus Programme’ (FFP) funded through redirected existing
appropriation, directed to sector peak bodies and underpins the transformation of the international
education sector to successfully realign their busin ss models and products and also tailor the programme
to the needs and interests of each sub-sectors to d velop new products, services and modes of delivery to
help equip them to rebuild. The funding supports the d velopment of an innovation plan for their sector
and to initiate innovation projects that help st rt to reimagine international education and plan for the
future following the COVID-19 crisis.
The FFP is gradually moving into implementat on phase. Universities New Zealand and Schools
International Education Business Associati (SIEBA) have now appointed staff to progress their FFP
projects. English New Zealand has contracted a research company to conduct the first phase of its’ project
and Publisher Association of N w Zealand (PANZ) is rolling out its two initial projects relating to research
and a digital platform pilot. Oth r eak bodies are still in the phase of scoping their innovation plans and
projects. Implementation is expec ed to occur over the remainder of this financial year, and into the next.
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ENZ continued stron enga ements with the emerging Te Pūkenga (formerly known as New Zealand
Institute of Skills nd Technology). Te Pūkenga International Working Group (IWG) was set up and held
its first meeti g to propose three different models for international education to Te Pūkenga Council on 28
September. T e IWG provides ENZ with an important opportunity to influence thinking towards a highquality nd f ture focused vocational sector that meets the differing national, regional and international
needs for udents, government and industry. The IWG comprises several institutes of technology and
polytechnics hief executives and international directors, ENZ and Te Pūkenga staff.
ENZ facilitated a brand workshop with domestic marketing managers and ITPI Directors around how the
newly launched Te Pūkenga brand needs to adapt in international markets as this is a significant strategic
opportunity for ENZ to engage at a formative stage around business model, markets, offshore, online and
blended delivery.

Recovery Plan Implementation - Risks and Issues Management
This section describes ENZ’s monitoring and reporting mechanism for managing risks and issues
to maintain oversight and provide assurance over the initiatives of ENZ’s Business Plan 2020/21.
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To maintain high level oversight over ENZ’s strategic objectives and manage risks and issues
effectively, ENZ’s strategic risks are regularly received by the Audit and Risk Committee which
provides independent assurance related to ENZ’s strategic risks. During the quarter, the Chief
Executive updated the Committee Chair on the actions being taken to address the key risks facing
ENZ due to the impacts of COVID-19 on a fortnightly basis. ENZ’s senior leadership team also
undertakes monthly risk reporting to ensure the mitigation plans are in place, managed and
effective.
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Risk management decisions for initiatives under the ENZ’s Business Plan 2020/21 are managed
within each workstream as the projects routinely identify, assess, manage and review their risks
against established project objectives.
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Our organisational development
Building ENZ’s capability Workstream:
The workstream delivers its set outcomes through six initiatives and ten projects to ensure that
ENZ has the capability, systems and processes to deliver its priorities within our changed operating
environment. ENZ is also developing new ways of doing things, with staff adapting to new projects
and roles to meet the challenges and take advantage of the opportunities arising.

Successes
Highlights of achievements over the quarter
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Ngā Manapou which represents the weaving together of our “Ways of Working” and Nga Mātāpono
(principles) was launched after an extensive consultation programme with input from staff. I is now
featured in staff development plan templates and in approaches to recruitment.
ENZ also incorporated the Ngā Manapou values to build ENZ’s culture to drive leader h p and support for
priority projects.
The Rautaki Māori pou of fostering capability in te reo me ōna tikanga by all sta f t pr mote te wiki o te
reo Māori with speakers engaged to address staff about te Tiriti, tikanga and te re and co-hosted by the
Kaitohu Matua Māori.
ENZ has started the implementation of Healix, the new international s fety prov der to deliver an
emergency all-staff communication channel via SMS as well as real time safety and health alerts globally.
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As a response to COVID-19 ENZ’s Auckland based staff largely continued working from home, but some
staff have started to work from the Auckland office (none have re rned to the office full-time). ENZ’s
offshore staff worldwide also alternate between working from home and in the office with the exception of
some who predominantly work from home.
ENZ’s New Zealand offices continued to be access d o ly by staff, with meetings with external parties
being held via Zoom where possible. To better support staff, ENZ’s CoVideo information-sharing meetings
continued to be held twice weekly with very high sta attendance for these optional meetings.
Following the previous Pulse survey in April, ENZ aunched a new pulse survey focusing on staff wellbeing
as many staff have only been able to work from h me for the last six months and the continuing
uncertainty about the international edu ation ector.
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ENZ presented the ENZ Business lan 2020/21 to staff, with staff invited to express interest in
participating in the workstreams. taff w re encouraged to get involved and use their involvement in these
projects to develop their skills nd xpe ence more broadly.
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ENZ’s financial review
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In the coming months ENZ will be undertaking a financial review and the analysis of critical
success factors with discretionary spend reprioritised to support the implementation of the
Recovery Plan.
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